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Former Central Banker Is Launching Own Crypto Asset 
 
Blockchain Investments & Co. is launching its own token, called Blockchain 
Investments Token (BIT). This makes an important new development possible. 
It allows users to create their own NFT (Non-Fungible Token) Bots. These are 
advanced trading algorithms that are stored and transferred on the blockchain. 
In a world’s first, it will be implemented in an existing algorithmic trading 
platform, adding a new type of trading to the ecosystem. 
 
Blockchain Investments & Co. is founded by a former employee of the 
European Central Bank (ECB). The company collaborates with NASDAQ 
Global Exchange and is a member of the International Association for Trusted 
Blockchain Applications (INATBA), launched by the European Commission in 
April, 2019. The company distinguishes itself by taking an in-depth, high-
quality, knowledge based approach on the financial aspects & technological 
fundamentals of crypto and digital assets.   
 
Located in the famous former office of the Royal Dutch Mint, aptly named ‘The 
Mint’, it bridges the traditions of fiat coin creation with the modern world of 
blockchain and crypto asset creation. For over a hundred years, it has been the 
place where the Royal Dutch Mint was allowed to strike coins for The 
Netherlands and commemorative versions on behalf of the Dutch royal family. 
This time, it is the home of a new type of coin. 
 
“We are honoured and delighted to announce the launch of our own token, 
enabling premium access to the crypto ecosystem, safeguarded by a trusted 
blockchain investments company. With several unique features, it will remain a 
vital and relevant asset for many years to come”, said Alfred Prevoo, founder 
and CEO of Blockchain Investments & Co. 
 
The token offers a suite of features for all people interested in the crypto 
ecosystem, including discounts, high yield rates and special access. It, uniquely, 
also offers a world’s first opportunity to create NFT Bots: highly advanced 
trading algorithms stored and transferred on the blockchain. Using Cryptotrader, 
a platform owned by Blockchain Investments & Co., it offers special ownership 
and access to some of the 10,000 backtested algorithms stored in the database.  
 
To learn more, visit buybits.io. 
 
 



Relevant Links 
 
Company: https://www.blockchaininvestments.nl/ 
 
Token: https://www.buybits.io/  
 
Background Royal Dutch Mint: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Dutch_Mint  
 


